
Despair to Hope 

Men’s Sheds are for doing of different kinds and particularly good for the mix of men and 

women who come. 

Experiences of Whitby district Shedders during Covid-19 are many and varied. This is Colin 

Easterby’s poignant personal story. 

“In 2019 Colin was retired at home in Hinderwell. Being wheelchair dependent, a car with 

hand controls allowed him to continue with the Dalesmen Singers and a social life in his 

community circle. Life was challenging but OK. 

In December2020 Colin was unexpectedly hospitalised. Returning home became problematic 

due to his general health and the risk of falls. An unwelcome solution eventually emerged. A 

care home. 

That had not been on Colin’s bucket 

list. He was of sound mind and firm 

opinion! He signed in 10 days before 

the March 2020 Covid-19 lockdown 

and was required to room isolate for 

two weeks which almost immediately 

extended to 3 months due to shielding. 

Thus began an ongoing regime of 

isolation as Covid-19 ebbed and 

flowed. Imagine Colin’s battle of the 

mind as life rapidly closed down for 

Colin. At times his mood was very low.  

Something needed to happen. But what? 

In May 2020 a family Zoom call was arranged. It was a new experience for Colin and 

prompted the thought that he must embrace such new technology in order to be in touch with 

others.  He began with Messenger on his mobile phone. 

With Sheds closed, Shedders were proposing to use Zoom for “Talking Sheds at the Kitchen 

Table”, a twice weekly video chat. Colin was enthusiastic but needed a more stable internet 

connection than was available to him.  

Coincidentally, Age UK offered the Sheds some mobile internet hubs for shut-ins. Colin 

received one and the fun began! 

Unable to sit alongside Colin to make everything work on his tablet computer, the process of 

connecting required persistence, long conversations by mobile phone and great imagination! 

Colin had his goal and would not be beaten.  

He became a founding member of Talking Sheds which allowed him to meet Shedders on 

screen he’d never met. Colin met Littlebeck Phil and Staithes Brian of similar vintage and all 

with the same drive to master technology to be in touch with family, friends and Sheds. 



The Zoom sessions and Messenger were a lifesaver to Colin in what he called his Zoom Shed 

family! He is so grateful for people’s incredible support and patience over the past two years. 

He greatly appreciates Age UK’s original provision of the mobile hub.  

Colin’s story is one of determination but also how many individual small contributions 

melded for his wellbeing.  

Acute despair turned into hope and recent months have seen his horizons widening with trips 

out, including to Whitby Shed.” 

For more about Whitby District Sheds see www.whitbysheds.co.uk 


